Abstract. Given a real vector =( 1 ; : : : ; d ) and a real number " > 0 a good Diophantine approximation to is a number Q such that kQ mod Zk1 ", where k k1 denotes the`1-norm kxk1 := max 1 i d jxij for x = (x1; : : : ; x d ).
x = (x1; : : : ; x d ). Lagarias 12] proved the NP-completeness of the corresponding decision problem, i.e., given a vector 2 Q d , a rational number " > 0 and a number N 2 N+, decide whether there exists a number Q with 1 Q N and kQ mod Zk1 ".
We prove that, unless NP DTIME(n poly(log n) ), there exists no poly- where is an arbitrary small positive constant. To put it in other words, it is almost NP{hard to approximate a minimum good Diophantine approximation to in polynomial-time within a factor 2 log 0:5? d for an arbitrary small positive constant . We also investigate the nonhomogeneous variant of the good Diophantine approximation problem, i.e., given vectors ; 2 Q d , a rational number 1 Introduction Since NP optimization problems are unlikely to be solved in polynomial-time, unless P = NP, a lot of work has been done to nd polynomial-time approximation algorithms for these problems. An algorithm is said to approximate a positive real-valued function opt( ) within a factor f if on every input I its output is within a factor f of opt(I).
Unfortunately, for many NP-hard optimization problems it is even NP-hard or almost NP-hard to compute such approximate solutions, see, e.g., Crescenzi and Kann 6] or Arora and Lund 3] . Therefore, it is quite important, both from the practical point of view and from the point of view of complexity theory, to nd conditions which enable or disable us to design polynomial-time approximation algorithms for NP-hard optimization problems
In this paper we investigate the approximability of the following NP opti- We refer to MinGDA 1 and MinGNDA 1 also as the problem Minimum Good Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation and Minimum Good Nonhomogeneous Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation, respectively, and to the solution Q 2 1; N] \ Z as the common denominator of the good (nonhomogeneous) simultaneous diophantine approximation.
In fact, good simultaneous diophantine approximations have wide practical impact. Algorithms for nding such approximations may be used to nd strongly polynomial-time algorithms in combinatorial optimization 8], to factor univariate integer polynomials 18] and to compute minimal polynomials of an algebraic number 11].
The motivation for our rst result comes from the following conjecture raised by Lagarias 12] We prove, that approximating MinGDA 1 in polynomial-time within a factor 2 log 0:5? d for an arbitrary small positive constant implies NP DTIME(n poly(log n) ). Thus, in the sense of Lagarias' conjecture, our result may be regarded as a step towards narrowing the gap between approximability and inapproximability of MinGDA 1 in polynomial-time.
Our results follow by a chain of gap-preserving reductions from two wellknown lattice problems: Shortest Vector in`1-norm and Nearest Vector in`1-norm. Using previous results 7, 4] on interactive proof-systems, Arora et al . 2] proved that, unless NP DTIME(n poly(log n) ), no polynomial-time algorithm can approximate the shortest non-trivial vector in the`1-norm in a lattice within a factor 2 log 0:5? n for an arbitrary small positive constant . They also showed the same inapproximability result for the nearest vector problem in the`1-norm. By a recent result of Raz 14] the inapproximability factor in case of approximating the nearest vector in the`1-norm in a lattice can be ampli ed to 2 log 1? n for an arbitrary small positive constant .
We transfer these inapproximability gaps to MinGDA 1 and MinGNDA 1 , respectively, via two intermediate problems.
Roadmap In section 2 we introduce some notation and the problem Shortest Integer Relation in`1-norm (SIR 1 ) which is known to be almost NP- The optimization problem is to nd, for a given input I 2 I a solution S 2 S such that m(I; S) is optimum over all possible S 2 S.
If the optimum is min S2S fm(I; S)g (resp. max S2S fm(I; S)g) we refer to as a minimization (resp. maximization) problem.
De nition 2. For an input I of a minimization (resp. maximization) problem whose optimal solution has value opt(I), an algorithm A is said to approximate opt(I) within a factor f(I) i opt(I) A(I) opt(I)f(I) (resp. opt(I)=f(I) A(I) opt(I)); where f(I) 1 and A(I) > 0.
For exhibiting the hardness of approximation problems we introduce the following reduction due to Arora 
Previous Results
The proof of our rst result will mainly rely on a gap-preserving reduction to MinGDA where is an arbitrary small positive constant.
The above Theorem, in turn, was proven by a reduction from the Shortest Vector problem in the`1-norm, involving techniques from the Feige and Lov asz 7] 2-prover 1-round interactive proof-system, see 2, 16] for more details. We show how to uniquely recover x j (modQ T j ) from the given Z. By (2c) and gcd(r j ; Q T j ) = 1 we can nd the unique r ? j with 1 r ? j < Q T j satisfying r j r ? j 1 (modQ T j ), 1 j d, using, e.g., the Extended Euclidean Algorithm.
Consequently, we have u t
Combining the solution equivalence of the systems (1a; 1b) and (3a; 3b) with Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7 yields the desired polynomial-time transformation , since all operations of our reduction can clearly be carried out in time polynomial in jIj. u t
Hardness of Approximating Diophantine Approximations
By piecing together the results of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we obtain the following:
Main Theorem 8 Unless NP DTIME(n poly(log n) ), there exists no polynomial-time algorithm which on input 2 Q d and N 2 N + computes a denomi- where is an arbitrary small positive constant.
Corollary 9. Approximating MinGDA 1 in polynomial-time within a factor 2 log 0:5? d for an arbitrary small positive constant is almost NP-hard.
The Nonhomogeneous Case
To capture the nonhomogeneous case, i.e., the problem MinGNDA 1 , we will reduce from a well-suited problem, namely: Main Theorem 13 Unless NP DTIME(n poly(log n) ), there exists no po- 
